
 
A Look Back - Top 15 Flavor Forecast Predictions  

 
18 Years of Forecasting Flavor 

It’s hard to imagine life without these favorite flavors–but at the time we introduced them with Flavor 

Forecast, not many people were eating them. Yes, it’s hard to think we once lived without smoky, spicy 

chipotle on everything, settled for just milk instead of coconut milk or chose white rice instead of 

wholesome quinoa. But we did. 

 

Take a journey down memory lane to see when your favorite flavors first burst onto the scene. 

 
2000:  
Chipotle – New varieties of big, bold chile peppers from Mexico started appearing on menus and in 
markets. We may not have been able to pronounce this smoked jalapeno, but we sure do love it! 
 
2003:  
Sea Salt –  Packing a quick hit of flavor, this naturally sourced ingredient adds texture and visual interest 
to dishes at the table or on the grill–this is not your grandma’s pantry staple.  
The Green Season – Organic and natural ingredients are no longer on the fringe, and they are tasting better than 

ever. These products are showing up in special aisles of mainstream grocery stores while more chefs begin 
purchasing from local growers and farms. 
 
2006:  
Smoked Paprika – There’s more to paprika than shaking on deviled eggs. Smoking paprika peppers over 
wood planks infuses them with a smoky note–like chipotle without the heat. An essential ingredient in 
Spanish cuisine and tapas dishes, this mighty spice is gaining appreciation.  
 
2007:  
Maple – No longer just for morning pancakes, maple is being declared the next sweetener of choice 
across main dishes, sides and desserts, bringing rich taste and versatility. 
 
2008:  
Alcohol-inspired Flavors (like ale, whiskey, bourbon, brandy) – Spirits–particularly heartier, brown liquors–
are moving from the glass to infusing savory main dishes and appetizers like bourbon spiced pork with 
roasted sweet potatoes. 
Natural Wood flavors (like mesquite, applewood, hickory) – Wood flavors can range from sweet and fruity 
to spicy and nutty. Pairing distinct wood flavors with different foods is taking our love of smokiness to the 
next level.  
Coconut – Coconut is transforming and entering our kitchens in new ways. First, we discovered coconut 
water as a thirst-quencher that quickly gained culinary favor for its sweet, mild flavor. Then, coconut milk 
found fans for its dairy-free creaminess in smoothies, beverages and baking. And now, coconut oil is 
becoming the go-to for better-for-you oil in cooking and baking alike.   
  
 



 
2009:  
Ancient Grains/Quinoa – Ancient grains are getting noticed for being a good protein source, often gluten-

free and having a heartier flavor than basic grains. Quinoa’s nutty flavor is available in varieties like white, 

red and black, as well as ground into a specialty flour. 

2010:  
Turmeric – The golden spice best known in curry and mustard is fast becoming a star of drinks and dishes 
thanks to its potential health benefits, including the anti-inflammatory properties of curcumin, a 
compound in turmeric.    
Bitter Greens/Kale – Hearty, bold greens like kale, Swiss chard, chicory, escarole, dandelion and mustard 
greens are offering a whole new taste and goodness to the basic lettuce salad or side. Kale started as a 
farmer’s market darling, then quickly made its way into chips, snacks, smoothies and so much more. 
Pumpkin Pie Spice – This cozy, aromatic blend of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger and allspice instantly evokes 
happy holiday memories. Yet it offers so many more possibilities from soups, sauces and spice rubs for 
meats to a new take on French toast, cheesecake and cocktails.  
 
2012:  
Korean BBQ – Discover BBQ with a Korean twist. Dazzling the taste buds with a unique combination of 
sweet, sour, savory and bitter–this is upping the ante on grills around the world! 
 
2014:  
Chilies Obsession – The world is craving heat in a big way. Beyond just discovering new chile varieties, this 

obsession is extending into usage techniques like grilling, smoking, pickling, fermenting and candying to 

tease out their flavor potential.  

2017: 

Egg Yolks/Shakshuka – Egg yolks are leaving breakfast behind! These golden gems add protein and 

indulgence in a surprising way to a wide range of lunch and dinner menus. Shakshuka features egg yolks 

simmered in a tomato sauce infused with savory Middle Eastern spices. A rustic supper–just add bread to 

dip. 

 


